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FLEX XC 3401 VRG ORBITAL POLISHER
The FLEX XC 3401 VRG Orbital Polisher removes deeper swirls and scratches that no other dual action polisher can. Made in Germany.

The orbital rotation of this innovative polisher simulates the circular movement of the human hand while polishing. At the same time, the polisher’s 
highly smooth running facilitates a careful, precise finish and even offers what is necessary for hologram-free polishing. Unlike conventional dual 
action polishers, the 3401 uses a ratchet and gear tooth design, rather than a counterweight and eccentric offset, to create the two separate 
polishing motions. This geared mechanism creates a more powerful forced-rotation motion that cuts through harder paints, and corrects deeper 
scratches and defects that other dual action machines cannot. Quickly cut away defects to restore gloss, reflection, and shine in one step. 
The 3401 combines the speed and correction power of a rotary polisher with the safety and ease of use of a dual action machine. Detailing 
professionals and enthusiasts can easily repair and remove defects that would require great skill with a rotary polisher with the FLEX 3401.
150mm Back-Up Pad Diameter. Maximum polishing pad diameter 160mm

Speed without load: 160-480 rpm            Orbit (stroke length): 8 mm            Orbit rate, without load: 3200-9600 opm            Weight: 2.60 kgCode: FLEX

PACE™ Paint Finishing 
System is a one-step process 
that’s easy to use, reduces 
inventory. uses less product 
and eliminates the guess work.

Designed to work with an orbital polisher, PACE™ allows collision 
centers to cut P1500 sand scratches and finish without swirls. The 
great cutting power and polishing action lets you use less sand paper, 
saving time and money. Coupled with its ease of use, body shops will 
see cycle times improve...and that means more cars out the door.

PACE™ HEAVY CUT COMPOUND 473 GMS

PACE™ Heavy Cut Compound is a correcting and polishing compound 
that removes up to P1500 sand scratches and polishes to a deep gloss 
in one step. 

For best results on softer clear coats, use with the PACE™ Grey Foam 
Heavy Cut Pad (#890194). For harder clearcoats, use the PACE™ Purple 
Foamed Wool Heavy Cut Pad (#890197). 

SPECIALLY FORMULATED FOR USE WITH DUAL ACTION ORBITAL 
POLISHERS

Contains no fillers, waxes or silicones.

HEAVY CUT Code: 133116

PACE™ PURPLE FOAMED WOOL HEAVY CUT 160MM

Designed to work on harder clears with PACE™ Heavy Duty Compound. This foamed wool 
pad cuts like wool and polishes like foam. It is our most aggressive orbital pad for cutting, 
but it still finishes to a nice gloss. Designed for quick cleaning.

HEAVY CUT
Code: 890197

PACE™ GREY FOAM HEAVY CUT PAD 160MM

Designed to work on softer clears with PACE™ Heavy Duty Compound. This hook & loop foam 
pad has small, open cells that keep the compound near the surface. This pad provides an 
aggressive cut (up to P1500 sand scratches) but still finishes to a nice gloss. Designed for 
quick cleaning.

HEAVY CUT
Code: 890194

PACE™ ULTIMATE POLISH 473 GMS

PACE™ Ultimate Polish is a finishing polish to be used as a final step after 
using PACE Heavy Cut Compound or PACE Medium Cut Compound to 
achieve a deep, show-car-level gloss.

It can also be used as a one-step finish for enhancing the appearance of a 
vehicle where light correction with a deep gloss is desired.

For best results, use with the PACE™ Black Foam Ultimate Polish Pad 
(#890196).

SPECIALLY FORMULATED FOR USE WITH DUAL ACTION ORBITAL 
POLISHERS

ULTIMATE POLISH Code: 133316

PACE™ BLACK FOAM ULTIMATE POLISH PAD 160MM

Designed to work with PACE™ Finishing Polish. This hook & loop foam pad has small, open 
cells that keep polish near the surface. This pad provides a show car level gloss and can be 
used for light correction. Designed for quick cleaning.

ULTIMATE POLISH
Code: 890196

PACE™ MEDIUM CUT COMPOUND 473 GMS

PACE™ Medium Cut Compound is a correcting and polishing compound 
that removes up to P2500 sand scratches and polishes to a deep gloss in 
one step.

For best results, use with the PACE™ Orange Foam Medium Cut Pad 
(#890195).

SPECIALLY FORMULATED FOR USE WITH DUAL ACTION ORBITAL 
POLISHERS

Contains no fillers, waxes or silicones.

MEDIUM CUT Code: 133216

PACE™ ORANGE FOAM MEDIUM  CUT PAD 160MM

Designed to work with PACE™ Medium Duty Compound. This hook & loop foam pad has small, 
open cells that keep the compound near the surface. This pad provides a medium level cut (up 
to P2500 sand scratches) but still finishes to a nice gloss. Designed for quick cleaning.

MEDIUM  CUT
Code: 890195
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